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On the Syntactic Status of Edo Ideophones
Edosa James Edionhon ∗
(University of Benin, Nigeria)
Abstract: Ideophones are a particular lexical class of expressive words depicting
perceptual events or states, and are said to be a universal or near-universal feature of
language (Dingemanse, 2012:655; Kilian-Hatz, 2001:163). This paper presents an
overview of Ẹdo ideophones to characterize them in terms of their occurrence in
grammatical syntactic frames. It investigates what sets them apart within word classes in
Ẹdo and how they differ from their non-ideophonic counterparts in sentential constructions.
The Basic Linguistic Theory was adopted as the method for data analysis. This was done to
show how ideophones manifest syntactically in the language. Ideophones appear in copular
frames with some verbs in the language, especially the verb ‘to be’. This paper concludes
that Ẹdo ideophones do not occur pre-nominally in the language.
Keywords: ideophones, modification, question, Ẹdo, nouns, verbs
1. Introduction
This paper examines the syntactic status of Ẹdo ideophones. In the syntactic analysis,
our concern will be on the syntactic environments, that is, whether the ideophones can
occur attributively and/or predicatively. It also seeks to examine if the ideophone acts as a
modifier in a sentence and if yes, how do ideophones in Ẹdo modify nouns and verbs that
they collocate with; and if ideophones could also be used in question formation of yes-no
or wh-questions.
The Ẹdo language belongs to the Kwa sub-group of the Niger-Congo phylum in
Greenberg’s (1963) classification of African languages and is found in the North Central
Ẹdoid (NCE) branch of the genetically related languages and dialects referred to as the
‘Ẹdoid group of Languages’ in Elugbe’s (1989) classification. The language is spoken in
Edo State in the southern part of Nigeria.
Over the years, ideophones have persisted in presenting complex challenges for syntactic
interpretation (Welmers, 1973). Doke (1935:118) defined ideophones as the “vivid
representation of an idea in sound; a word, often onomatopoeic, which describes a
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predicate, qualificative or adverb in respect of manner, colour, smell, action state or
intensity”. They can be found in many languages of the world. Despite that, they have long
been relegated to the fringes of language description. This is partly because they generally
do not form a significant part of the lexicon of the highly-studied Indo-European languages,
and that there is no precise definition of the term ‘ideophone’ that can be applied to all
languages, since the characteristics of these words, in terms of form, syntax, semantics, and
use, vary from one language to another (Smoll, 2014). According to Childs (1994),
ideophones frequently occur in a syntactically rigid expression with a “dummy” verb
meaning ‘do’, ‘say’, ‘speak’, or ‘sit’, and in the discourse, they often occur grammatically
unconnected with sentences. Although both features underscore the unassimilated syntactic
nature of ideophones, it is the former, the ideophone collocation with verbs meaning ‘do’ or
‘say’ in particular, that attracts our attention.
2. Literature review
The term ‘ideophone’ is generally used when referring to African languages, whereas in
Asian languages, they are mostly called ‘expressives’ (Diffloth, 1976). Ideophones are
words, that is, conventionalized minimal free forms with specifiable meanings (Crowther,
1852). Although their meanings are notoriously difficult to describe, they have been
successfully studied using a variety of methods (Samarin, 1967, 1970; Difforth, 1972).
Ideophones depict ‘sensory imagery’. Sensory imagery is perceptual knowledge that
derives from the sensory perception of the environment and the body (Paivio, 1986).
Subcategorization of languages based on the derivation mechanisms applicable to
ideophones might involve particular types of words that can be derived from ideophones
and those that can be used to derive ideophones. For example, Childs (1994a:186) noted
the cross-linguistically frequent relationship between verbs and ideophones (at least in
African languages), but he avoided making claims about the directionality of the derivation,
as this can be difficult to determine. There does appear to be a tendency for languages to
derive ideophones from verb roots and nominal forms from ideophones (Bartens,
2000:141). However, McGregor (2001) made a strong case for attributing the origins of a
compound verb construction in Northern Australian languages to ideophonic sources
(Smoll, 2014).
Smoll (2014) stated that both the syntactic form and the function of ideophones
generally follow those of the class of words to which they belong (often with a few
idiosyncrasies peculiar to ideophones). In languages where ideophones are less integrated
into the grammar, on the other hand (i.e. ideophones form a class of their own or a
subcategory of one class), ideophones differ syntactically in terms of their level of
‘aloofness’, or independence in a clause, their collocational restrictions, and the sentence
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types in which they occur. Taking into account both these types of ideophones, a broad
four-way distinction can be made (based on works by Bartens, 2000; Creissels, 2001 and
cited in Smoll, 2014):
Type 1: Sound symbolic nouns, adjectives, adverbs, etc. These follow the syntactic
patterns of the class of words to which they belong, with perhaps a few syntactic
idiosyncrasies particular to them. It might be more useful to label these as ‘sound symbolic
nouns’, ‘sound symbolic adjectives’ and so on, rather than ‘ideophones’, as they are
generally fully incorporated into the grammar, and are only considered to be ideophones
because of their particular phonological and morphological shapes (extended phoneme
inventory and reduplication) as well as their sound symbolic nature. Many words in
English, such as the sound symbolic nouns bling, referring to shiny and expensive jewelry,
and flim-flam, referring to a confidence trick, can be categorized as this type.
Type 2: Ideophones that modify verbs/predicates, nouns, and/or adjectives: This type of
ideophones are presented in type 2a, 2b, and 2c below:
a. Ideophones that modify verbs
The meanings of these ideophones are often very general, but in combination with a
particular verb, either their meaning of the ideophone or that of the verb becomes more
specific, or the ideophone serves to intensify the main verb. In the latter case, the
ideophone often has a meaning very close to or is in a quasi-synonymous relationship with
the main verb. In ChiTumbuka, for example, ideophones can only co-occur with verbs to
which they are directly related, in that one is derived from the other (Mphande, 1989:34 &
36):
(1) Mwana

wakozga

a nyina

kozge.

‘The child resembles the mother exactly/completely.’
(2) Delele

la

lelenduka

lelendu.

‘The okra has become very, very sticky.’

In some languages, it is also possible to leave the verb unexpressed in these types of
constructions, resulting in increased vividness and speed in communication.
b. Ideophones that modify nouns
Degaare
(3) ɑ̀
DEF

dɔ̀ɔ̀ zú

bɔ̀nggɔ̀lɔ̀ng

nɑ́

man head

IDEO (unwieldy-like/big)

DEM

‘The man with the big/unwieldy head has come.’

wɑ̀ɛ̀

lɑ́.

come

FOC

(cf: Bodomo, 2006:206)

c. Ideophones that modify adjectives
Temne
(4) Ù-wɑ́θ
CL-child
46

ù-lə̀s

pít

kɔnɔ̀ dèr.

CL-bad

IDEO(very)

3SG come
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‘A very old man arrived.’

(cf: Kanu, 2008:128)

Type 3: Ideophones that collocate with an auxiliary verb often meaning ‘say’, ‘do’, or
‘be’ although sometimes other verbs may be used, such as ‘go’, ‘fall’, or ‘beat’ as in Kanuri
(Western Saharan - Hutchison, 1989:4, cited in Childs, 1994a:187), or an indefinite verb
with the meaning ‘has the qualities of’ (Emenanjo, 1978, cited in Childs, 1994a:187). The
restriction is semantically rather than syntactically determined. Structures of this type are
considered to be quotative constructions in which the meaning and the subcategorization
properties are determined entirely by the particular ideophone (Creissels, 2001:78). In these
types of verbal compound constructions, the lexical meaning and the argument structure of
the compound are determined by the ideophone, whereas the grammatical elements of a
verb form such as subject/object markers, tense, aspect, and mood (TAM) are carried by the
auxiliary.
Type 4: Ideophones that are the least grammatically integrated of ideophones and
display a high degree of ‘syntactic aloofness’ - they may even be syntactically independent.
As Kilian-Hatz (2001:157) puts it, they often ‘have sentence-like character and denote
inherently not only a state or an action but also the cause and other participants (e.g. patient,
instrument, etc.) of the event’. These correspond to Dwyer & Moshi’s (2003) primary
ideophones. Often, they can fully replace argument-predicate structures. In Mon-Khmer
languages, for example, ideophones generally function as independent clauses. They are
“uttered in isolation as minor sentences” (Svantesson, 1983:79). Similarly, in Yir-Yoront,
ideophones display a large amount of aloofness. They can occur either immediately before
the verb (e.g. Ngoyo Tor piw ungh. ‘Tor! I hit him.’, Ngoyo Kat kil ungh.. ‘Kat! I speared
it.’), intonation- (usually clause-) finally and separated by a falling intonation contour (e.g.
Piw ’y ungh, Tor! ‘I hit him, Tor!’, Kil ’y ungh, Kat! ‘I speared it, Kat!’), or in sentences
where the verb is absent but understood (e.g. Ngoyo Kat! ‘I [speared it], Kat!’) (Alpher,
1994:168).
It must be noted that the borders of these categories are quite fuzzy. It is not always clear
to which category a given ideophone belongs, and some ideophones might fit into more
than one category depending upon the context in which they are used. Nevertheless, the
classification outlined above proposes a scale ranging from ideophones highly assimilated
into the grammar of the language to those least assimilated. If we consider Type 1 words to
simply be sound symbolic words of one or another grammatical category, a language’s
ideophones can be of Type 2, 3, or 4, or more commonly, a language will have a mix of two
or more of these types (Smoll, 2014).
Some further generalizations that can be made about ideophones involve the types of
clauses in which they occur. For example, ideophones tend to occur in affirmative
declarative clauses which are the main sentence type of narratives (Bartens, 2000:35). This
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does not apply to ideophones in all languages, however, as they can appear in sentences
containing the present indicative in Cilub`a (Kabuta, 2001:146), future tense in Southern
Sotho (Kunene, 1978:12), and imperative sentences in Yir-Yoront, Uw-Oykangand (Paman)
(Alpher, 2001:11), and Katuena. Katuena ideophones also occur in interrogatives. That
ideophones tend not to occur in negative sentences is not surprising given the fact that the
function of ideophones is to simulate or depict an event or sensation, not its absence
(Kilian-Hatz, 2001:158). In some rare cases, however, they can occur in negative sentences,
as in Baka, where constructions of this sort are used for rhetorical effect.
3. The syntax of Ẹdo ideophones
The syntax of ideophones involves the evaluation of the structural distributions of certain
ideophones in a clause alongside other elements like nouns and verbs. It is to be noted that
most ideophones in the Edo language are adverbials and adjectives which exist to modify
the verbal and nominal elements in a clause respectively. This section will examine the
structure of ideophones in sentential constructions: the syntactic environment to which the
ideophones occur in the language; the role of the ideophones in sentence modification; how
are ideophones in the language used in question formation, whether they form a complete
or grammatical form of their own, that is, and whether they have a sentence-like character
or not among others.
3.1 The syntactic environment of Ẹdo ideophones
In a sentence, there is a subject part and also a predicate part. Depending on the language,
ideophones can occur either as subjects or as predicates. Some ideophones occur
attributively or predicatively. Attributive and predicative in this sense refer to the position
of an ideophone in a sentence. An ideophone is used attributively when it comes before a
noun and predicatively when it comes after the verb in a sentence. The syntax and
semantics of ideophones in Ẹdo are linked in that the position of the ideophone in the
clause determines its semantic function. Let us consider the examples below:
(5) a. Èdèdé
Old

ghá

gùọ̀

hìghàhìghà

woman

tremble (Pres.)

IDEO

‘The old woman is trembling nervously.’
b. Ìnyá
Yam

nè

Ẹ̀fó!sà

dẹ̀lẹ́

yé

lẹ́úlẹ́ú

that

Efosa

buy (Pres.)

be IDEO

‘The yams Efosa bought are very large.’
c. Ègbé

bọ̀lọ̀zọ̀

ẹ̀ré

Àmẹ́!zẹ̀

mwẹ̀ẹ́

Body

IDEO

Foc.

Ameze

own

‘Ameze’s body is fleshy. / Ameze is healthy-looking.’
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d. Ékítà

né

Dog

mìtànmìtàn

that IDEO

ẹ̀ré

Òsàsú

dẹ́rè

Foc.

Osasu

buy (Pst.)

‘The dog that Osasu bought is very weak / lazy.’
e. Ùnwọ̀mwẹ̀ nè
Soup

that

Ọ̀ghọ̀ghọ̀

lérè

yé

lòghòlòghò

Ọghogho

cook

be

IDEO

‘The soup that Ọghogho cooked is watery.’

In the examples above, it was observed that Ẹdo ideophones occur either at the
clause-medial or clause-final position. Examples (5a, b, e) attest that ideophones in the
language function predicatively while examples (5c, d) attest that the ideophones also
function attributively. The attributive nature of ideophones in the language shows that they
occur after the subject and it qualifies either directly after the noun or after the relativizer
nè.
3.2 Ideophones as modifiers
Stageberg (1981) defined a modifier as a subordinate element in an endocentric structure:
“a word or word group that affects the meaning of a headword in that it describes, limits,
intensifies and/or adds to the meaning of the head”. Miller (2002) opined that “if we think
of a language as a way of conveying information … we can consider the head as conveying
a central piece of information and the modifiers as conveying extra information”.
Syntactically speaking, Ẹdo ideophones can be classified into nominal ideophone
modifiers and verbal ideophone modifiers as represented below:
3.2.1 Ideophones that modify nouns
These are ideophones that modify and specify the qualities of nouns (especially subject
NPs) as used in discourse. These ideophones are adjectival and are used to reinforce the
qualities, features, and number of an event performer in a clause.
(6) a. Ègbé

Òzó

yé

lìkpàlìkpà.

body

Ozo

be

IDEO

‘Ozo’s body/skin is very rough/not smooth.’
b. Nénè

òwá

yé

mòsèmòsè.

the

house

be

IDEO

‘The house is very beautiful.’
c. Ékítà
dog

nà

yé

khọ̀rhiọ̀nkhọ̀rhiọ̀n

this

be

IDEO

‘This dog is very ugly.’
d. Èvbàré mwẹ́
food

my

yé

zúnẹ́zúnẹ́.

be

IDEO

‘My food is very small.’

The adjectives in (6a-d) above are used to intensify the entity being modified. These
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adjectives are always preceded by the verb, yè ‘be’ in a clause. These adjectives are the
reduplicants of the base adjectives: lìkpà, mòsè, khọ̀rhiọ̀n and zùnẹ̀ in the clause. They
occur in clause-final positions and the verb in this type of sentences is yè ‘be’ that
subcategorizes only for the subject nominals. The examples given above are for the subject
nominals which occur in clause-initial position.
Object nominal can also be modified by these ideophones as the following examples
show:
(7) a. Ò̩mọ́
Child

né

kpùvbìẹ̀kpùvbìẹ̀ ẹ́rè

Rel.

IDEO.

Érháúyì

biẹ́rè.

Foc. Erhauyi

give birth + Pst. (Rv)

‘The useless child was given birth to by Erhauyi.’
b. È̩wé
Goat

né

khùọ̀nmwìkhùọ̀nmwì

ẹ́rè

Rel.

IDEO

Foc. Òsàyí

Òsàyí

dẹ́rè
buy + Pst. (Rv)

‘The very sick goat was bought by Òsàyí.’
c. Ùwọ̀nmwẹ̀ né
Soup

ọ́

yé

Rel. Pron.

be

lóghólóghó

ẹ́rè

IDEO

Foc. Ẹ̀kì cook + Pst. (Rv)

Ẹ̀kì

lérè

‘The soup that is watery was cooked by Ẹ̀kì.’
d. É̩géré
Pot

nè

ọ̀

sìé

Rel. Pron.

be

dúdúdú

ẹ́rè

IDEO

Foc.

íyé

mwẹ̀

mother my

dẹ́rè
buy + Pst. (Rv)

‘The pot that is very black was bought by my mother.’
e. Ọ̀khọ́khọ̀
Fowl

nè

ọ̀

Rel. Pron.

rù

dùẹ̀dùẹ̀

ẹ́rè

Ẹ́lẹ́má

do

IDEO

Foc. Ẹ́lẹ́má

dẹ́rè
buy + Pst. (Rv)

‘The fowl that is behaving sluggishly was bought by Ẹ́lẹ́má.’

The ideophones here are used to qualify the object elements in the clauses represented
above which have been used in focus position. The position of these ideophones remains
the same as that in the earlier examples provided which is clause-medial position
immediately after the verb.
3.2.2 Ideophones that modify verbs
These are adverbials used to modify the verbs in a discourse whereby the nature of the
activity embarked on by an entity is emphasized. Verbal ideophones in Edo occur in the
clause-final position immediately after the verb with the only difference being the entity
qualified by the ideophone.
(8) a. Òsàwé
Osawe

khìàn

bìzùbìzù.

walk (Pres.)

IDEO

‘Osawe is walking haphazardly.’
b. Ùnúá!gbọ̀n
Unuagbon

gùán

gbàìgbàì.

talk (Pres.) IDEO

‘Unuagbon talks audibly.’
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c. Òsàgiòdú!wà
Osagioduwa

nwìná

zàìzàì.

work (Pres.)

IDEO

‘Osagioduwa works very fast.’
d. Ẹ̀dú!giè

gbé

Edugie

zàghàzàghà.

dance (Pres.) IDEO

‘Edugie dances in a disorderly fashion.’
e. Èrhán

dé

Wood

gbìghìdì.

fall (Pst.) IDEO

‘The wood fell with a loud noise.’

The ideophones used in the clauses above are verbal modifiers as they qualify the action
of the subject nominal. The verbs are in most cases action verbs and intransitive as they
practically take no object nominal.
There are a few instances of inter-clausal ideophones (that is, ideophones that occur
before the verb and not at the clause-final position based on the examples above). These
ideophones are always preceded by the relativizer (né) instead of the normal prepositional
element (yé), which is portrayed by the data below:
(9) a. Òkhuò
Woman

ọ́kpá né

zùrọ̀zùrọ̀

tótàà yè

íbá!ré

one

IDEO

sit

outside

Rel.

at

‘One foolish woman sat outside.’
b. Èrhán né
Tree

Rel

lẹ́úlẹ́ú

dé

vbè ẹ́gbó

nódẹ̀

IDEO

fall

at

forest

yesterday

Òsàzẹ́ẹ́

dẹ́rè

‘A huge tree fell in the forest yesterday.’
c. Ẹ̀wé
Goat

né

nyíghé̩nnyíghé̩n

Rel IDEO

ẹ́rè

Foc. Òsàzẹ́ẹ́

buy- Pst.-Rv

‘It is a very lean goat Òsàzẹ́ẹ́ bought.’
d. Ágá

né

bìgò̩bìgò̩

Chair Rel. IDEO

ẹ́rè

Òsàyí

dẹ́rè

Foc.

Òsàyí

buy-Pst.-Rv

‘It is a very crooked chair Òsàyí bought.’
e. Èhè

né

sò̩nnò̩sò̩nnò̩

Place Rel. IDEO

ẹ̀ré

Èbàbá

Foc. father

bọ́

òwá

build-past house

yì
at

‘It is in a flat place that father built his house.’

Ideophones as observed in the examples above are used in clause-medial positions,
signaling the fact that these elements are not restricted only to the clause-final position in
discourse. Two things are noticeable about these ideophones. The first is the use of the
relative marker nè (relative pronoun) and the second is the use of the focus marker ẹre
(focalizing copula) implying the movement of an object element from the clause-final
position to the clause-initial position.
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3.3 Ideophones in questions
Other than being used in declarative sentences and in focus constructions, ideophones
can also be used in questions. According to Omoigui (1987:5), ‘questions could be
regarded as a generic term for several constructions that require information from an
addressee; differ in form and function and can be divided into different classes according to
the type of answers they elicit’. In Ẹdo question formation, ideophones can be used in
yes/no as well as wh-questions. Consider the examples below:
(10) a. Vbè

ọ̀

yé

mìtànmìtàn?

how

it

be

IDEO.

‘What is mìtànmìtàn?’
a'. Ékítà
Dog

né

Érháúyì

dẹ́rè,

ọ̀

Rel.

Erhauyi

buy-Pst

PRO be

yé

mìtànmìtàn.
IDEO.

‘The dog that Erhauyi bought is very weak.’
b. Èrhẹ̀n
wood

níí

bàá gìdìgìdì

rà?

that

red

QM

IDEO.

‘Is that fire burning gìdìgìdì?’
b'. É̩ẹ́n, ọ
Yes,

PRO

bàá

gìdìgìdì.

red

IDEO

‘Yes, it is burning blazingly.’
c. Dè
what

ọ̀mwá

nè

ọ̀

person

Rel. PRO

rú

zùrọ̀zùrọ̀?

do

IDEO.

‘Who is acting zùrọ̀zùrọ̀?’
c'. Òkpiá
man

nè

ọ̀

sọ̀

Rel.

PRO tear

èrhán,

ọ̀

rú

zùrọ̀zùrọ̀.

wood PRO do IDEO

‘The man who breaks wood is acting foolishly.’
d. Dè
what

èmwí

nè

ọ̀

yé

thing

Rel. PRO be

lẹ́úlẹ́ú?
IDEO

‘Which thing is lẹ́úlẹ́ú?’
d'. Èrhán èvá
wood

two

né

ọ̀

Rel. PRO

dé

vbè ẹ́gbó,

íràn

yé

lẹ́úlẹ́ú.

fall-Pst

for

PRO be

IDEO.

forest

‘The two trees that fell yesterday are very huge/big.’

Ideophones in the examples above, can be used in wh-question as well as yes-no
questions in the language. In this type of question, the focus is not on the argument but the
ideophone because it is the attribute of the argument that the speaker is inquiring about.
The descriptive nature of the ideophone makes it the focus of the question. The response
will make the information more explicit based on what is described.
There are also questions without ideophones in them that may require a response with
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ideophones. Some of these questions end with the rẹ̀ particle. Let us consider the following
examples:
(11) a. Vbè

úkpá

how light

nà

bàá

rẹ̀?

this red

QM

‘How is this light shining?’
a'. Néné úkpá
the

light

bàá nwànànwànà
red

IDEO

‘The light is shining brightly.’
b. Vbè

ọ̀

how PRO

gbá ẹ́kpò

níí

tie

that QM

bag

rẹ̀?

‘How did he tie that bag?’
b'. Ọ̀
he

gbá

néné ẹ́kpò kánkánkán

tie-Pst

the

bag IDEO

‘He tied the bag very tight.’
c. Vbè

ágá

how chair

níí

á

yé

rẹ̀?

that

PRO be

QM

‘How is that chair like?’
c'. Néné ágá
the

chair

yé

bìgò̩bìgò̩

be IDEO

‘The chair is very crooked.’

In the examples above, the speaker wants to know the status of the arguments (úkpá,
ẹ́kpò and ágá) in the interrogative sentence. The response to the question(s) will introduce
the ideophone to give extra information about the argument. The speaker in example (11a)
wants to know the manner in which the light is shining or the brightness of the light. The
response introduces an ideophone nwànànwànà to give extra information about the
brightness of the light. The same applies to (11b) and (11c) respectively.
4. Conclusion
The syntactic analysis examined the syntactic environment in which ideophones occur to
determine if they occur attributively and/or predicatively. Our study revealed that Ẹdo
ideophones occur both at attributive and predicative positions. At the attributive position,
the ideophone is preceded by a subject NP and the relativizer nè. At the predicative position,
the ideophones occur at the sentence-final position. Ideophones were found to be focused
in the language. This is because the emphasis of the sentence is on the ideophone and it
describes the arguments by way of giving more information about the arguments.
Ideophones could also be used in question formation of yes-no or wh-questions.
What was also examined in this paper is the modification of nouns and verbs with
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ideophones, where the ideophone acts as a modifier in a sentence. It was observed that Ẹdo
ideophones act as nominal and verbal modifiers. As a nominal modifier, the ideophone,
depending on the sentential construction, could modify the subject and the object of a
sentence. In modifying the subject, the ideophone precedes the copula verb ye and
subcategorizes for a subject nominal. The ideophones are used to qualify objects of a
sentence when the object is the recipient of the ideophone action. As verbal modifiers, they
qualify the action(s) of the subject nominal and practically do not take object nominals.
The study also observed that Ẹdo ideophones do not occur at sentence-initial positions (as
subjects) but at sentence-medial and sentence-final positions.
Abbreviations
CL
DEF
DEM
Foc.
IDEO
Pres.

Classifier
Definite Article
Demonstrative
Focus Marker
Ideophone(s)
Present Tense

PRO
Pron.
Pst.
QM
Rel.
Rv

Pronoun
Pronoun
Past Tense
Question Marker
Relativizer
Rv-suffix
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